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  Description

  Jamie Vanderbilt (July 5, 2006). "CHRONICLES Based on the books "Zodiac" and "Zodiac Unmasked" by Robert Graysmith" (PDF). In 2012, the film was selected for preservation in the United States National Film Registry by the Library of Congress as being "culturally, historically, and aesthetically significant." [4] [5] [6] Plot [ edit ] Eastwood is a plain-clothes policeman who puts his faith in his Colt Magnum.44 and his ability to use it… He is ready to shoot down a criminal as arrest him… Eastwood brought the rude justice of the lawless West to the regular laws of the modern city… Perhaps his behavior would have been less controversial if he had merely been a renegade cop who broke the rules when roused by anger, but in the cool neon light of his superior’s office, he is evidently unrepentant about his behavior… A rare double-sided (28"x 38") US "1-Sheet" poster for the Clint Eastwood film "Dirty Harry" (1971) based on a Bill Gold design.
Scorpio was loosely based on the real-life Zodiac Killer, an unidentified serial killer who had committed five murders in the San Francisco Bay Area several years earlier. [18] Elements of Gary Steven Krist were also worked into the characterization, since Scorpio, like Krist, kidnaps a young girl and buries her alive while demanding ransom. In a later novelization of the film, Scorpio was referred to as "Charles Davis", a former mental patient from Springfield, Massachusetts who murdered his grandparents as a teenager. [19] There are significant differences between the book and the film. Among the differences are: Scorpio's point of view— in the book he uses astrology to make decisions (including being inspired to abduct Ann Mary Deacon), Harry working on a murder case involving a mugger before he is assigned to Scorpio, the omission of the suicide jumper, and Harry throwing away his badge at the end. One evening Eastwood and Siegel had been watching the San Francisco 49ers in Kezar Stadium in the last game of the season and thought the eerie Greek amphitheater-like setting would be an excellent location for shooting one of the scenes where Callahan encounters Scorpio. [28] A poster with faded colors and brittle paper, showing significant signs of use. May have tears and paper loss. May have tape, writing, stains in image area. In need of restoration or had major restoration. In 2014, Time Out polled several film critics, directors, actors and stunt actors to list their top action films. [62] Dirty Harry was listed at 78th place in this list. [63]A poster that has never been used or displayed and may show the most minor signs of age and wear. The poster should have no holes or tears.
Market Street (Grauman's Imperial, 1912; Imperial, 1916; Premier, 1929; United Artists, 1931; Loew's, 1970; Market Street Cinema, 1972)". Upfromthedeep.com. January 24, 2008. Archived from the original on December 21, 2013 . Retrieved December 20, 2013.Krausgrill Place, San Francisco, CA 94133". Google Maps. January 1, 1970 . Retrieved December 20, 2013. AFI's 100 Years ... 100 Movies: Official Ballot" (PDF). American Film Institute . Retrieved August 23, 2010. x 81″ printed on paper. These were printed on two or three separate sheets designed to overlap, few survive. Used for larger advertising spaces, normally posted on walls, perfect for huge movie theatres the drive-in, where people could see them from a distance. From the 1970’s on, three-sheets were sometimes printed in one piece and issued as “international” versions to be used abroad. BRITISH Posters
Dirty Harry” supplanted suspense by action, tension by brutality, character by a bigger and better bullet. Since its release, the film's critical reputation has grown in stature. Dirty Harry was selected in 2008 by Empire as one of The 500 Greatest Movies of All Time. [52] It was placed similarly on The Best 1000 Movies Ever Made list by The New York Times. [53] In January 2010, Total Film included the film on its list of The 100 Greatest Movies of All Time. [54] TV Guide and Vanity Fair also included the film on their lists of the 50 best movies. [55] [56]
1. Your Selected Format
Washington Square, San Francisco, CA". Google Maps. November 4, 2013 . Retrieved December 20, 2013. Clint Eastwood Collection edition Dirty Harry (2001: Warner Brothers DVD): Interview Gallery:John Milius
An average poster with overall fresh color. May have tears, minor paper loss, minor hazing. Paper may be brittle due to age, may have minor stains. May have a small amount of writing in an unobtrusive place. May have medium or major restoration.
Required Cookies & Technologies
In this character, Clint Eastwood is the archetypal cop of the 1970s… He is unsociable, insensitive, silent without apparent reason, incapable equally of thought or of any human feeling, solving all problems with a blast from a revolver so heavy that it takes two hands to aim it… In fact, the reason why Clint Eastwood behaves so ruthlessly in “Dirty Harry” is carefully plotted at one point in the film: his wife was killed by a hit-and-run driver escaping from the scene of a crime, so he hates all baddies. Thomas, Kevin (December 24, 1971). " Another Dirty Job for 'Dirty Harry'". Los Angeles Times. Part II, p. 6. Jenkins, John Philip. "Zodiac Killer". Encyclopædia Britannica at Britannica.com. Retrieved May 6, 2015. x 26″ Glossy, high quality, used as lobby cards in Italy. Size may vary, either vertical or horizontal format. There are also double Photobusta or mini Photobusta. Eliot, Marc (2009). American Rebel: The Life of Clint Eastwood. Harmony Books. ISBN 978-0-307-33688-0.
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      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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